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From left: Petra Cortright's " BUFFY_THE_VAMPIRE_SLAYERdj149du.exe," 2015, and "
FRANQUICIAS," 2015. (Photo by Mark Woods/ Courtesy Foxy Production, New York )
It’s fitting that “ily,” Petra Cortright’s show of digital paintings on reflective Plexiglass at Foxy
Production in West Chelsea, coincides with a holiday invented to market balloons and teddy bears to
adult women. Titled after the shorthand for “I love you” used in texts and instant messages, Cortright’s
inaugural show in a New York gallery takes the banalization of emotion — particularly romantic love
— as its theme. The bows, cakes, berries, bats, flowers, and wrapped presents that garnish the 10
paintings on view are clipart lifted from greeting card software and integrated into stratiform baby
blue, Mattel pink, and lavender color fields built up in Photoshop.
Defying the cold, architectonic minimalism of Silicon Valley, Cortright mines the trash heap of
vernacular, feminized cyber kitsch to create an aggregate aesthetic of readymade emoji, distorting
filters, and digital glitter that can be applied with basic computer literacy. Cortright, now something of
a poster child for a group of fashion-conscious, web-savvy artists culled together under the
controversial label “post-Internet,” rose to prominence with 2007’s VVEBCAM, a YouTube video of
the artist staring blankly into the eye of her laptop camera while cheesy visual effects like lightening
bolts and pepperoni pizza slices dance across the screen. At a moment when self-objectification —
once a strategy employed by artists like Hannah Wilke and Cindy Sherman to denaturalize the male
gaze — has exploded into the compulsive self-portraiture practice known as the selfie, it makes sense
that Cortright is a rising star. Her often seductive, mesmerizing webcam videos engage phenomena

imminently familiar to anybody with an Instagram account: contemporary subjectivity as it is packaged
and diffused through social media.
Unlike her well known, critically acclaimed Internet-based work, Cortright’s gallery objects have
received less attention in writing than on the auction block, where prices for her paintings have
recently made a startling jump, buoyed by a hot speculative market trafficking in young, emerging
talent. (As Christopher Glazek reported in a New York Times profile of Cortright’s controversial
patron, art flipper Stefan Simchowitz, two of Cortright’s digital abstractions on aluminum sold at
Phillips and Sotheby’s last year for $40,000 and $43,750, respectively, more than tripling her previous
$13,000 record.) Here, the term post-Internet is useful, not merely because Cortright’s work is made
using computers or because it takes the ubiquity of online networks as a given, but more significantly
because, as Lauren Cornell and Ben Davis have argued, it reflects a moment where Internet-based
art becomes absorbed into the object-oriented economy of art gallery.
In “ily,” the weird humor and disquieting voyeurism that characterize her webcam works have ossified
into glassy, Koonsian pop objects. The body, the definitive subject of Cortright’s videos, is
conspicuously absent in her Plexiglass paintings, though, in “Buffy keepers+kick.rom” and “d’nash,”
the viewer can glimpse her own refection in the mirrored surfaces peaking out from behind the veil of
insipid icons and candy-colored mist. Like Koons’s famous reflective balloon animals — themselves
the objects of a selfie craze during last year’s Whitney retrospective — Cortright’s paintings relinquish
all claims on interiority, reflecting instead the viewer’s own distorted image in their shiny, emojiencrusted surfaces.
These inscrutably cheerful paintings actively resist prolonged aesthetic contemplation and critical
interpretation. They seem to uncritically reproduce the impoverishment of affect, the flattening of
subjectivity supposedly endemic to the social media and millennial culture in general. Love, the most
jealously pursued and sacrosanct of human emotions, is deliberately reduced to Hallmark platitudes.
Nevertheless, the show’s press release maintains that Cortright’s imagery, “while being ubiquitous,
impersonal, repetitive, and overly cheery… still hold[s] a degree of symbolic force, not unlike the way
the exhibition’s title refers to love, and not unlike the way the works’ brushstrokes refer to the painter
and her palette, oils, and brushes.” Despite their impenetrable shallowness, Cortright’s paintings —
we are told — reaffirm the good old values of meaning, love, and painting, albeit in a symbolically
depleted, partially hollowed form. This forced compromise between banality and feeling, authenticity
and emptiness chimes with what cultural theorist Timotheus Vermeulen, riffing on Stephen Colbert,
has recently deemed the “new depthiness.” Citing a line from season three of the television show
“Girls” — “Just because it’s fake, doesn’t mean I don’t feel it” — Vermeulen posits a partial,
compensatory return to sincerity and interiority after the cultural hangover of postmodern art and
theory.
“I have an interest in simplicity and beauty,” Cortright said in an interview last year. “You don’t need
an essay to understand the work. I work in a contemporary way but I think the subject matter is easily
accessible. I think if you like Monet you will like my work.” It’s surprising how frequently Cortright is
compared to the Impressionist painter, by the artist herself, by Simchowitz, by third-party bloggers.
The analogy works, not because their work is pretty or accessible, but more because Cortright, not
unlike the Impressionists of the 1860s and ’70s, belongs to a fashionable, anti-academic avant-garde
representing new forms of sociability and a liberal, permissive attitude towards the spectacle of
modernization. In his influential 1985 book, “The Painting of Modern Life,” art historian T.J. Clark
discusses Monet’s landscapes from the early 1870s depicting the encroachment of leisure and
boating on the river at Argenteuil in the northwest suburbs of Paris. He writes:

“Monet is often at his strongest when he spells out the encroachment of
pleasure on the countryside, but insists, in the way he handles it, that the scene
has lost none of its unity and charm…. No doubt there was something abrupt
and superficial about the boaters’ encounter with the Bezons shore, but speed
and superficiality were not qualities necessarily to be despised in one’s dealings
with nature. Did not Monet’s own painting, in the 1870s, experiment with ways to
make such qualities part of its repertoire? Were not pictures required to be more
casual and lighthearted now, less encumbered with grand forms and correct
ideas?”
As Monet assimilated the threat of industry into the suburban landscape, Cortright’s similarly “casual
and lighthearted” paintings internalize the “speed and superficiality” of networked culture. To ask
whether her work is critical or complacent — earnest or cynical — misses the point of her sugary,
Lisa Frankenstein canvases. “Perhaps it was true,” Clark writes, “that Argenteuil was a factory, with
nature produced as its best commodity, but Monet was seemingly prepared to accept the fact.” So,
I’m sure, would Cortright. Still, at the risk of sounding like an old fashioned partisan of “correct ideas,”
I’m not entirely sold.

